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Impact of engagement, including measures of success

LNG off-takers and Uniper itself will know the GHG intensity of the product LNG with a

higher reliability than the current estimations allow. This adds value to the product con‐

sidering the increasing need of reliable information on upstream emissions.

Comment

The declared 8% corresponds to the number of suppliers from the total pool of Gas

Suppliers, but represent 52% of the purchased gas volumes.

C12.1b

(C12.1b) Give details of your climate-related engagement strategy with your customers.

C12.3

(C12.3) Do you engage in activities that could either directly or indirectly influence public

policy on climate-related issues through any of the following?

Direct engagement with policy makers

Trade associations

Funding research organizations

Other

C12.3a

(C12.3a) On what issues have you been engaging directly with policy makers?

Focus of

legislation

Corporate

position

Details of engagement Proposed legislative solution

Cap and trade Support Uniper very clearly supports a

strengthening of the EU ETS. This
has been addressed by speeches

and talks with politicians as well

as journalists by our Political

Affairs team.

Permanent proposals of improvements of the

EU-ETS mechanisms in our condition as user.

Cap and trade Support Indirect engagement in discus‐

sions on CO2 price stability
mechanisms (Backloading and

Market Stability Reserve)

Implementation of Backloading and Market

Stability Reserve Mechanisms by the European
Commission.

Energy

efficiency

Support Issue is addressed in speeches

and talks by the CEO and other
senior executives.

The market driven development is supported by

a strengthened European Emissions Trading
Scheme that should become the leading instru‐

ment to address climate change.
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Focus of

legislation

Corporate

position

Details of engagement Proposed legislative solution

Other, please

specify (Coal
Phase Out)

Support

with major
exceptions

Germany: general support for es‐

tablishment of coal commission.
Closely following discussions

during 2020. NL: Proposed phase-

out until 2030 only if Uniper is

compensated for losses

Germany: No proposals so far.

Other, please

specify (Support
of Renewable

Energy)

Support

with minor
exceptions

Support market oriented reforms

via EFET

No specific proposals

Other, please

specify
(Implementation

of Energy

Efficiency Laws)

Support none none

Other, please

specify (BREF)

Support Support efficient approach via

BDI

None so far

Climate finance Support

with major
exceptions

Support a balanced EU Taxonomy

screening criteria, including tran‐
sitional activities

Inclusion of natural gas as transitional activity.

Support to Hydrogen carbon intensity thresh‐
old, regardless of the production technology.

Support to CCUS. Proposal to postpone the

Taxonomy reporting requirements in order to al‐

low proper implementation.

Regulation of

methane
emissions

Support

with minor
exceptions

Support of a mandatory EU-wide

Monitoring, Reporting and
Verification methodology for the

energy, agriculture and waste

industries.

Proposal of a phased-in approach, with no per‐

formance-based requirements in the early
stage.

C12.3b

(C12.3b) Are you on the board of any trade associations or do you provide funding beyond

membership?

Yes

C12.3c

(C12.3c) Enter the details of those trade associations that are likely to take a position on

climate change legislation.

Trade association

EFET

Is your position on climate change consistent with theirs?

Consistent
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Please explain the trade association’s position

Acknowledge the 2°C limit and set an EU Climate Change target for 2030.

How have you influenced, or are you attempting to influence their position?

Directly as regular member

Trade association

BDI

Is your position on climate change consistent with theirs?

Consistent

Please explain the trade association’s position

Acknowledge the 2°C limit and set an EU Climate Change target for 2030. Support

German Energy Transition.

How have you influenced, or are you attempting to influence their position?

Indirect through an association.

Trade association

CO2 Value Europe

Is your position on climate change consistent with theirs?

Consistent

Please explain the trade association’s position

Development of CCU processes

How have you influenced, or are you attempting to influence their position?

Directly, own professional is president of the board

Trade association

IETA

Is your position on climate change consistent with theirs?

Consistent

Please explain the trade association’s position

Build international policy and market frameworks for reducing greenhouse gases at low‐

est cost.

How have you influenced, or are you attempting to influence their position?

Regular Member

Trade association

Working Group Emission Trading at BMU

Is your position on climate change consistent with theirs?

Consistent

Please explain the trade association’s position
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Space for discussion and assessment of topics related to Emission Trading and Carbon

Markets, also in the context of climate policy packages, aiming to make proposals for in‐

creasing robustness of the instruments.

How have you influenced, or are you attempting to influence their position?

Directly as regular member

C12.3d

(C12.3d) Do you publicly disclose a list of all research organizations that you fund?

Yes

C12.3e

(C12.3e) Provide details of the other engagement activities that you undertake.

  

Uniper’s memberships shows key associations and initiatives that may be directly or indi‐

rectly related to our material sustainability topics, including climate change. The member‐

ship of these associations and initiatives can be highly diverse, and it is not always possi‐

ble to assign them unequivocally to individual sustainability topics. Nevertheless, these

memberships are fundamentally relevant to our sustainability efforts. 

 

Uniper’s memberships in key associations and initiatives in 2020 were following:

 

  

Gas/Gas Storage

 

Global

- International Gas Union (IGU): Worldwide non-profit association advocating gas as an inte‐

gral part of a sustainable global energy system and to promote the political, technical and

economic progress of the gas industry. Voluntary membership.

- Oil and Gas Methane Partnership - In 2020, Uniper became a member of the Oil and Gas

Methane Partnership (OGMP) 2.0, a voluntary initiative launched by the United Nations
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